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Production  

If not stated otherwise, all pictures are made by me, Julia Weinzierler. 

Total Character Count of the Production: 35,076 

Article: IT allows people to stay in Bulgaria – even in their hometowns  

The IT sector in Bulgaria is booming, while many job offers remain empty. A small software school in the 
little town Vratsa is educating people from all ages to be able to work in the striving sector – and 
thereby be able to stay in Bulgaria and even their hometown. 

It’s a warm Saturday in the town of Vratsa in the north-west of Bulgaria, one of the poorest regions in 
Europe. While others are enjoying their weekend, in a former kindergarten building two rooms are 
occupied by IT students from all ages. In one course the students work on their Java skills, while in the 
other room digital marketing campaigns are discussed. The posters on the wall are still from 2005, on 
the window you find an old painting of Scrooge McDuck – but something new and hopefully 
prosperous is kicking off here. 

 
In the old kindergarten a painting of Scrooge McDuck it still on the window – and IT allows Bulgarians 
to earn a decent, European salary. 

While in many sectors the well-educated people leave Bulgaria to find a job, the situation in the IT 
sector looks different in the country. According to the IT expert and former ICT journalist Hristo Laskov 
in the last decade the market has been developing exponentially. “It is a very prosperous market, but 
if I have to sum up the biggest challenges, it would be the lack of people,” Laskov says. He describes it 
as an odd situation – facing high unemployment in the country, while thousands of well-paid jobs 
remain empty. The Software School in Vratsa is one of many academies who are working against this 
problem.  
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The strength of Bulgaria in the IT sector has mainly two reasons, says Dobroslav Dimitrov, co-founder 
of two IT companies and an IT academy: During the Soviet times Bulgaria was specialized on that 
sector and was producing software for the whole Eastern bloc. Furthermore mathematics has a great 
tradition in Bulgarian high schools. “Because of that the industry can count on people who have 
algorithmic thinking, even though they have never seen codes before,” says Dimitrov. Today the whole 
sector accounts for around 6 percent of the GDP while software represents half of it. 

Dimitrov sees the lack of people in the sector as a European, even a world-wide phenomenon. For his 
companies and others he co-founded an IT academy to train people. “There is a reason why we are 
growing as an industry, we are not waiting for the government, we are solving the problem ourselves,” 
he says. While the government is slow, the tech sector can act very fast. For Dimitrov that’s the 
ultimate solution – the private sector knows exactly what is needed and is able to react very quickly. 

 
Teodor Kostadinov is one of the founders of the Vratsa Software School and believes in his idea. 

Next to teaching software to people, the idea of the Vratsa Software School is to give the people the 
opportunity to have interesting and well-paid jobs in their hometown, co-founder Teodor Kostadinov 
explains. “Because of the great demand the standard of living of the average IT developer in Bulgaria is 
on par with any Western colleague,” says Dimitrov. For are software developer there is no reason to 
leave the country or even the hometown – because the opportunities and the outlook for the future is 
bright in Bulgaria. “Our industry is a bright light at the end of the tunnel,” says Dimitrov. He himself 
saw only one of his colleagues leaving the country – but due to personal, not monetary reasons. 

While Teodor was studying Software Engineering in Sofia, he felt bored and therefore enrolled in an 
academy for practical programming. In his first years of university he felt a lack of practical training in 
software skills. “When it comes to job skills, the academies of private companies are better by a mile,” 
says Dimitrov. While taking classes in the academy, Teodor quickly realized how easy it was to start 
such a course: “You just need some people and a projector.”  
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The IT centre is in an old kindergarten building, which is not used as such for more than 20 years. Today 
you find a computer room, equipped with all technical appliances you need for the courses. 

The logical consequence for him was to go back to his hometown and ask the headmaster of his old 
school in Vratsa. While she was very much into the project, she told him that she had a similar request 
just the week before. “She gave me his number and I called him, and now this is my other partner,” 
Teodor says. “We didn’t know each other, it was the idea, that brought us together.” The project 
kicked off four years ago and attracts around 60 to 70 students per year, which visit the weekend 
courses offered by the school.  

 
Yasen Regwyn (right) is happy about the opportunity to train his Java skills and sees his future in the 
sector. 
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The Java course is filled by people from very different ages and different sectors. While the youngest 
participant Martin Cenov is still a student, in the rows you find a law graduate, an engineer, an 
accountant and a worker from the local water company. “The IT in the world is growing and 
everything is connected with IT,” explains Beyan Mitev, a law graduate, why he chose to participate in 
the course. For him Vratsa Software School is an opportunity: “It’s the only way how we can stay in 
Vratsa and we can earn more money,” Beyan says. Another student, Yasen Regwyn agrees: “For now 
this is my reason to stay and work here, because it gives me a job.”  

 
Lilly Mihaylova is a former student of the Software School, where she passes on her IT knowledge 
today. 

Their teacher on this Saturday is Lilly Mihaylova. “Everything started for me in 2015, when I found out 
about Vratsa Software School,” she says. She began as a participant, before working as a software 
developer and teacher at the school. Her former job didn’t allow her to earn enough money for a 
living in Vratsa. “Without IT I maybe wouldn’t be able to stay here,” Lilly concludes. “I would probably 
be in Sofia, if Vratsa Software wouldn’t exist.” But she wants to stay at her home place – “it’s a really 
beautiful city and the life here is calm, I like it.”  

Co-founder Teodor also has the wish to live in Vratsa, which was one of his personal main reasons of 
creating the course. “I really feel connected to my hometown with its people, they may be angry 
sometimes, they may be hard to get to know, but they are my people and I understand them,” he 
says. “I’m part of this community and as it I want to give back to it in some way.” The pleasure to pass 
on his knowledge and make something meaningful in the little community is what drives the project. 
At the same time the Software School provides an important foundation for the community. Dimitrov 
sees that many jobs are in danger because of automation. “All those people who work today, they 
may have to work something else tomorrow,” he says. “There has to be places like us [academies] that 
actually help them switch.” 
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Vratsa is situated in a beautiful valley and offers the inhabitants a nice living environment – still 
without chances as the IT sector, many people are forced to leave because of economical reasons. 

Before the Vratsa Software School opened, there were no IT-related companies in the little town. 
Today three companies with 10 to 15 workers each developed, apart from that many alumnis work as 
freelancers. After finishing the one-year course the students are able to start an internship in the 
sector. According to Laskov after leaving an academy nobody is completely ready to work in the 
sector, so companies still have to invest. “But this investment is cheaper for the companies than to 
wait for the next round of developers that come out from the technical university,” he says.  

Next to IT companies growing in Vratsa, numbers prove that the model is working. In the first year the 
founders won a price endowed with 30,000 Levs (equivalent to 15,000 Euro), which they invested in 
getting the IT centre and equipping it. “Now we kind of turned the wheel,” says Teodor. They have 
trained so many people that now work in the field in Vratsa, that some of them earn those 30,000 
Levs – per month. “And they are spending it here in Vratsa, because they live here,” Teodor concludes. 

According to IT expert Laskov, you can easily get a European salary in the IT sector in Bulgaria, while 
the cost of living is incomparably lower. “In Germany freelancers get around 80 to 90 Euro per hour, if 
here you get half of that, you are going to live like a king,” he says. Many of his friends returned to 
Bulgaria because they realized that they can have a better living standard and at the same time be 
surrounded by their family and friends. The student Yasen is seeing those chances for himself: “It’s full 
of opportunities and of course the work is very good, because you only need a laptop and internet.”  
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It just needs a laptop and internet to work – for Yasen Regwyn (right) IT is a sector with many easy 
opportunities in his hometown. 

For the future the Vratsa Software School is planning to add more courses and is working on creating a 
co-working space in the little town between the mountains. “Happiness should be the main goal in 
what you do,” Teodor says. Teaching and passing on knowledge is giving him this pleasure. At the 
same time allowing people to stay in their hometown and earn a decent salary just adds to the story. 
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Photo Story: Bringing back Life into the Dying Villages of Bulgaria 

The villages in Bulgaria are dying a slow, but steady death: Passing through them one can see the 
remains of a former life on the countryside; one abandoned house is followed by the next ruin. 
Approximately 3 out of 4 Bulgarians now live in urban areas; the remaining villages are mainly 
consisting of the elderly inhabitants, which will soon also leave their home place.  

Besides the beautiful scenery in which many of Bulgarians villages are located, the fallen apart houses 
destroy the landscape. The roofs are long gone, windows are smashed and here and there one can see 
traces of life, as old furniture that was left behind. Only 50 years ago close to 5 million people lived in 
the rural areas, surrounded by scenic mountains. Today less than 2 million people remain on the 
countryside and the decline continues steadily.  

“However, there is a tendency for getting back to rural places, but it’s evident only near big cities,” 
says Vanya Kraleva, Senior Assistant Professor at the University of Economics in Varna. Among other 
things she is researching on voluntary simplifiers, that want to live without being overwhelmed by 
duties, materialism and future plans. “There are a growing number of people who recognize the 
meaningfulness of materialism and consumerism but it is far from being a trend,” Kraleva says. Still, 
the number of simplifiers is steadily growing in Bulgaria. “The best thing in fact is that the whole 
society is changing and is slowly moving to a more responsible living,” Kraleva explains. It’s mainly 
people, who understand and want to be close to the beauty on the rural parts of Bulgaria, people that 
try to live more natural and flee from the hectic and loud civilization in the ever-growing capital Sofia.  

The Xperiment in Dimovtsi  

Only seven residents remain in the little village Dimovtsi, but some young Bulgarians want to bring back life to the 
dying place – by making a cultural centre out of an abandoned old blacksmith’s house. 

 

Petko is one of the people that had enough of the rush. “I was able to see the big city life in its full extent,” he 
says. “The awareness and the desire of people to get out of as many systems as possible throughout the world is 
really getting high speed now.”  
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He and friends of him bought an old house in the little village of Dimovtsi, surrounded by mountains. 
Petko’s parents live in the village, they are among the seven remaining residents. “When I came here 
first in the summer of 1986 around 130 people lived here,” Petko says. 

 

 

The goal is to make a cultural centre out of the old house. Petko and his team-members decided that 
only living a natural life on the countryside would make it too boring. “We thought about it a lot and 
we decided that if we are going to do something like that, we have to have a lot of cultural and social 
aspects, we have to bring people here,” Petko explains. (Picture credit: Petko Tenchev) 
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The house is surrounded by mountains, there is only one road that is leading to Dimovtsi. Still it’s a 
central location, far from the next town Gorkovo but with 5 kilometres still close enough.  

 

 

Next to the sentimental aspect of being reminded of his childhood, Petko had a lot of practical reasons 
to choose this location: There are good opportunities for natural agriculture, the climate is fine, the 
infrastructure working and there is no crime. 
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The former blacksmith’s house is now abandoned for more than 30 years and therefore fallen apart. 
The project is still at the beginning phase. “We surfaced in the middle of February and so far what has 
happened is really amazing,” Petko says, referring to the many people that helped until now. 

 

 

One of them is Min Jihong Bopha, a Korean girl that helps in clearing the garden. She is travelling 
across the world, looking at different eco-projects and helping wherever she can. Her next destination 
in Europe is Estonia, where the annual GEN conference takes place.  
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While currently the clearing of the garden is still going on, the next step is the house itself. Until then 
the helpers can either sleep in the house of Petko’s parents or in a van and tents. The plan is to be 
finished with the house restructuring by the end of this summer and with all other installations inside 
end of next summer.  

 

 

Entering the house at the current stage is still dangerous. As much as possible should be preserved in 
the house, while a second floor will be build, before a new roof will be put on top.  
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There is a lot of work ahead for the members of The Xperiment. Since all of them have experience in 
different areas, their shared knowledge helps them throughout the process. “When you’re motivated 
to do something, you do not count your work hours,” says Petko, who spends most of his weekends in 
the village Dimovtsi working on the house.  

 

 

For Petko the movement to rural and quieter areas is a natural thing and he wants to use the next 
couple of years to put his effort into creating this. “That place would serve as an example of what can 
be achieved,” he says.  
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For the future Petko thinks that more and more people would want to live on the countryside, 
especially because of the pressure of the information age. He believes there is a point in which in one 
way or another every person realizes that they need change. 

 

 

“Our idea is basically for anyone who wants to join, they can find a spot or another house and then 
there could be a neighbourhood community around this,” says Petko. “Without any set of rules, 
without any specific social design, just people who are attracted to that kind of life.”
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Spiritual Rainbowcommunity in Odrintsi 

While a popular destination for Bulgarian migrants is Germany, in a tiny village near the Greek and 
Turkish border one can find 25 Germans that live there in conjunction with the nature.  

 

Hans-Jürgen Hummus (right) is the spiritual leader of the community. Their main approach is to not 
get in touch with anything that civilization produces – including food from external suppliers and 
electricity. 

 

For three years the “Spirebos” (short for: Spirituelle Regenbogengemeinschaft, in English: Spiritual 
Rainbow Community) live in the village Odrintsi in the south-east of Bulgaria. Before they came to 
Bulgaria, they lived in Togo (Africa) where they helped and healed young children.  
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Hans-Jürgen wasn’t always a spiritual person, but after an illness kept him from working he 
experienced visions that helped him through this time. After his recovery he started to work as a 
healer to pass on his knowledge. Most of the people in the community today were either healed by 
him or had a relative that was his patient.  

 

Due to monetary reasons staying in Togo wasn’t an option anymore, so it was decided to move on to 
Bulgaria. Besides water and the material for houses, the members don’t need any money. With 22 
cows, 27 horses, 50 goats, 50 sheep, 30 geese, 60 chickens and several cats and dogs as well as 10 
hectares cropland and 1,5 hectares garden land they are able to produce enough food for their 25 
members. But it’s a job that extends to 356 days a year. “It’s not that we are not able to enjoy free 
time, but we see the necessity of living like that,” says Hans-Jürgen.  
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10 hectares of cropland are foundation for the nutrition of the Germans in the village Odrintsi. While 
they still have tractors, on a long-term they want to replace all technical help by animals. 

 

 

The second house that was built by the community is their meditation house. All members get up at 4 
o’clock in the morning to then meditate altogether before they start their working day. By doing that, 
they want to get as close to their spirit as possible.  
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Today the community is possessing ten houses in the village, that they renovated themselves next to 
caring about their animals and fields. “It is on the edges of what is possible,” says Hans-Jürgen. The 
houses are build up solely by the members, while most of them do not have any prior experience. 

 

 

Apart from one house they cut all their houses from the electricity supply. They see their work station 
as a compromise. Furthermore the “Spirebos” have a bureau with communication tools to reach the 
outer world. For Hans-Jürgen, the only right they have is to set an example for other people, not to tell 
others what’s right or wrong. 
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From the 25 members of the community, six are children. The youngest member is only 8 months old 
(see picture), in total three children were born in Bulgaria. In contrast to the adults, who have lived a 
normal life in Germany before joining the community, they have not seen a lot from civilisation. 

 

 

The hard life is not something for everyone; four people have left the community since they arrived in 
Bulgaria. Especially the strict way of living can be tough. In the meantime six new members entered 
the “Spirebos”, additionally they have visitors from all over the world, who are interested in their way 
of living.  
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Everyday plenty of new tasks wait for the inhabitants, as here the shedding of the sheep. Last year 
they had external help to care about the wool, this year they try it themselves. Living more closely to 
the nature and with their animals is an on-going process in Odrintsi. 

 

 

Two herders are going out with the animals every day. In total the community leases more than 50 
hectares grassland for their animals. Margot (picture) is just before bringing the animals to the 
grassland around. 
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A weekend off is not included in the schedule of the “Spirebos”. The animals wait to be taken care of 
every day. “For me it would be the worst if I would have to tell the children that they have to go to 
bed being hungry,” says Hans-Jürgen. As Nadine (picture) most of the members did not have prior 
experience with taking care about animals. 

 

 

The children are “free learners”, which means that they can decide on their own what they want to 
learn. At the same time the adults keep an eye on their progression. 
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Tamara is washing the butter to make it ready to store for the next year. 700 to 750 jars à 2.5 litres of 
fruits and vegetables are being boiled down by the residents each summer. With that amount they 
can get through the wintertime without having to buy additional food. 

 

 

The essence of the life of the community is “less is more”. By reducing the influence of the outer 
world, they try to feel themselves and their soul more closely. Hans-Jürgen and Tamara believe that 
without the philosophy the group wouldn’t still be together, after all this time.  

(English: Spiritual life coaching through the Bodhisattwa Hans-Jürgen Hummes Spiritual Rainbow 
Community Odrintsi) 
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Two Bulgarians remain in the village, one of them being Baba Rosa (picture). To see young people in 
the village for her is a drastic change to the population decline she experienced over years before the 
Germans came. She is sceptical about the fact that they do not buy anything from the shop, but is 
happy to be surrounded by the laughter of children again. 

 

 

As in Dimovtsi more than 100 people used to live in Odrintsi, while without the Germans only two 
Bulgarians would remain today. Now they are 25 – and the village is growing again. 
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Article: The Lost Brains are Returning to Bulgaria 

Eleven years after joining the European Union, Bulgaria still remains the poorest country of the 
community. As a result the well-educated people have left the country, seeking for better opportunities 
abroad. But the country in the Balkan area is catching up – the brains are returning.  

For a society to develop and prosper it needs people – but in Bulgaria’s case many of them have left 
the country in the recent decades. According to the Open Society Institute the migration out of the 
country has decreased since the 1990s already – and the number of people returning is increasing 
year by year. But it’s not an easy decision to come back, after having lived abroad for many years. 
Therefore and because of the small birth rate, Bulgaria’s population is still shrinking.  

“Bulgaria needs skilled people and can profit from everyone, who has learned something abroad,” 
says Yuliya Georgieva from the organization Tuk-Tam, who helps Bulgarians returning to the country 
after having lived abroad. “Companies see that they need experienced people and they know that 
people who have studied or lives abroad are more independent, their language is better and of course 
they also bring know-how and contacts from abroad.”  

 
Yuliya Georgieva has a lot of experience with moving around the world – but every time, she came back 
to her home Bulgaria. 

Yuliya herself has moved away from Bulgaria the first time in 2005 and has lived in four different 
countries across the globe before returning to her home country. “All four times that I left the country 
for almost a year, I had the idea of staying there – but I never did,” she says. The reason was not the 
missing opportunity, but her surroundings – being it the food in the States, the weather in the UK or 
the flatness of Belgium. “Every time I was lacking something, so I was coming back”. 

In Bulgaria Yuliya loves the balance – being able to combine her professional and her social life. “The 
life her is not as rushed as somewhere else,” she says. Apart from that, the surroundings in Bulgaria 
align with her hobbies. “I can go to the beach tomorrow and after that I can go to the mountains,” she 
says with a bright smile. But also the professional life in Bulgaria has catched up and the environment 
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has developed. “If you haven’t left the country, you wouldn’t notice,” Yuliya says. “But if you spend 
some time somewhere else and then you come back, you always see what has changed.”  

In Bulgaria itself not everyone understands why people return to their home. “That’s a question a lot 
of people who came back are asked from their relatives,” Yuliya explains. “But usually people who ask 
these questions are people who except for some occasions haven’t actually been abroad.” Dorina 
Georgieva [editor’s note: no relation to Yuliya] made the same experience, after having lived the 
“perfect life” in the Netherlands for several years. “But every other person, who had the same 
experience and knew what’s the feeling of living abroad never asked me ‘Why did you come back?’,” 
Dorina says. “They just know it, they know the feeling.”  

 
Dorina Georgieva moved back to Bulgaria from having lived the what she calls “perfect life” in the 
Netherlands. 

For her coming back wasn’t an easy decision. After years in the Netherlands her life was stable – being 
in a relationship, having success on the professional level. Still her health was deteriorating and she 
needed a break at home, being surrounded by her family. “At some point I felt between two countries, 
I wasn’t belonging to Bulgaria anymore, but wasn’t completely their person either,” she says thinking 
back. “The brain is telling you ‘Yes, it’s good here’, but the heart is pushing you in another direction.” 
Her sense of belonging was in Bulgaria, her health got better in the used environment as well – the 
house is not a home, she says. Dorina compares it to a playstation game in which you have different 
lives: While losing some of them in the Netherlands, she is now recharging at home in Bulgaria. 

“I love Bulgaria because there is something in the people, some kind of resistancy,” Dorina says. “Even 
with the hard life which they had and some of them still do, they have kept the spirit, the desire to 
live.” But the tough conditions are changing she explains, especially for the young people. While the 
older generation is still lacking resources, the young people are catching up, while the cost of living is 
comparably very low. “You can do much more things, because it is cheaper, and still enjoy life,” Dorina 
says. “Now I travel and nothing can stop me to do whatever I want.”  
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Originally from the United States Jeffrey was very much interested in the Middle East and Eastern 
Europe – the Peace Corps then brought him to Bulgaria. 

Jeffrey Warner, originally from the United States, has moved to Bulgaria for the first time 11 years ago 
and is also seeing the new chances that are opening up in Bulgaria. “My hope for Bulgaria is that 
people start to see more of the opportunities, start to see more of what we can make it,” he says. The 
first time he moved to Bulgaria was after joining the Peace Corps as a teacher for two years, which 
then turned into three. After going back to the States to pursue his Masters degree he decided to 
come back for a very short while. “I really loved Bulgaria, loved living here,” he says. But again three 
months turned into six, then into nine months and in the end into a full-time position.  

The mountains, the beautiful scenery and the layers of history you see across the country impressed 
the young man when he first came to Bulgaria. “I think I had sort of what you could call a general 
American Eastern European view of Bulgaria,” he says laughing. But his expectation of greyness was 
not what has greeted him – but the welcoming people. “In the States people are soft on the outside 
and very nice and polite, but harder in the centre, whereas in Bulgaria it’s kind of hard on the outside, 
but softer in the middle,” Jeffrey says. “I’ve made some of the quickest and closest friendships with 
people here.”  

While he feels at home in Bulgaria now, there are still some things that he misses about the States. 
“Something we are being accused is being too optimistic,” he says. “It’s good to have a healthy 
balance, but sometimes you get the feeling that people are going out of their way to be negative.” For 
him there aren’t a lot of objective reasons to be negative or to believe that things are getting worse, 
but people tend to not accept or admit that. “Also I miss a little bit of self-agency,” Jeffrey says. 
Bulgarians have a voice, they can express it and change things for the better. “People just need a little 
bit more of a narrative of what we want something to be and not what we don’t want it to be,” he 
concludes.  
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Steffen Heppt explores his opportunities of being an “exotic” foreigner in Bulgaria for several years 
now. 

One of the main destinations for Bulgarians to emigrate in Europe is Germany. Since Bulgaria entered 
the European Union, 85,000 people packed their bags to move to Germany – with that being the 
biggest group of new arrivals there. Steffen Heppt took the other way round by moving to Bulgaria 
with his former girlfriend after she got a job at the embassy in Sofia. Even after the relationship ended, 
he decided to stay. In Bulgaria he is the “professional German” and feels very welcomed. “The people 
here love the German language and search for contact to Germans,” Steffen says. When he left 
Germany there was not much that held him back: “For me it was a conscious step away.”  

As Jeffrey he feels that things are made worse than they are in reality. “I feel comfortable here, 
because I’m myself are very chaotic and unstructured,” Steffen says. “I’m more Bulgarian than 
Bulgarians.” While for him living in Bulgaria also means having more freedom as a foreigner he can 
always count on having advantage of site because of being exotic. “You stand out as a blonde German 
without being able to hide the fact, that you are not from here,” Steffen says.  

While the dirt on the streets still bothers him, he sees it more as a challenge than just a reason to 
complain. “I want to turn rhetoric into action and finally organize something that we get it cleaner,” he 
says. Other than that the life in the city is comfortable to him, while he keeps the option open to move 
to another city like Plovdiv or to the seaside. “It was a brave step to move to Bulgaria, but also one 
that I do not regret five years later.” 

According to the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, in 2017 more than 25,000 people have changed 
their place of residence from one abroad to one in Bulgaria, while at the same time 31,586 people 
have left. But the number of people coming back is not only growing, many of them are also happy 
about their decision to return to their home place. It is now on the government and economy to 
provide enough jobs for the young people to be able to stay. 
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Article: Education is the Foundation to let the Students stay in Bulgaria 

Many Bulgarians leave the country due to economical reasons. Without education they go, seeking for a 
better life in other parts of Europe. The key to prevent that flow is to give their children appropriate 
education. 

It’s just before the summer break in the school in the little village Vedrare, situated between 
mountains in the middle of the rose valley. Children outside are chatting and running across the 
hallways in the building, where students are educated for more than 100 years now. Children from 
seven villages are going to Vedrare on a daily basis – the 140 students can stay in the school until the 
7th grade.  

 
The school in Vedrare is a colourful place, surrounded by a lot of green space and the mountains. 

1000 inhabitants still live in Vedrare, the industrial zone of the nearby city Karlovo. In opposite to 
other villages in Bulgaria there is industry and jobs in the area, still the population is declining – a trend 
that can be seen across the country. But not only the villages itself are dying out, also the schools are. 
The high school in Vedrare had to close ten years ago. One of the main reasons is the lack of human 
resources: “Bulgaria is in a need for teachers, because most of them are soon to retire,” explains 
Lyuba Yordanova, communication manager at “Teach for Bulgaria”, an organization that recruits 
young people to work in deprived schools.  
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50 percent of the students are from Roma decent, many of their parents face difficulties on the job 
market because of their bad education. 

Many European countries are facing economic migration from people from the Balkan area that do 
not see opportunities for them. Half of the population in Vedrare are Roma people, facing a huge lack 
of education. While during spring time the hard work of rose picking is filling their pockets, the rest of 
the year they do not have a lot of other opportunities. Many of the children have relatives living 
abroad, some of them are even completely grow up without their parents – because they are working 
or begging in Western European countries.  

 
Slavena (second from right) and Desislava (right) are doing their best to provide good education for the 
youngsters in the little school. 
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For their children to have opportunities inside Bulgaria, and also in Vedrare itself they need to get a 
decent education. Teach for Bulgaria has brought three young, ambitious teachers to the school, to 
prevent the closure and dying of the last remaining education centre in the radius of 15 kilometres. 
Slavena Bozveliyska is one of them, teaching English to the youngsters.  

 
Slavena is teaching in the school for the first year now and sees the struggles the children face, having 
parents that can’t help them in school matters. 

“The kids are already more educated than their parents, that is a step forward and we all hope that 
they have a bit more opportunities just because they can read and write,” she says. While the most 
ambitious five percent will probably leave to get a university degree, the rest will stay. To the opinion 
of Viktoriya Gadzheva, who is giving afternoon classes, with their diploma they will actually be able to 
not only stay, but work in a good job, earning a decent salary – in sharp contrast to their parents, who 
can’t find work because of the lack of education.  

Viktoriya herself is living nearby in a little town and is feeling very comfortable living in a calm setting. 
When starting teaching, she wasn’t sure if she will go on doing it. “Now I cannot imagine working as 
something else, not even imagine moving somewhere else to be a teacher,” Viktoriya says. “I cannot 
leave them, I want to stay.” Her afternoon classes are very important for most of the students, since 
they cannot access any help from home when it comes to school issues. Many of their parents are 
illiterate, some of them can’t even spell their own name. For Slavena learning has to take place in 
school, but also at home. “We are missing the home-part here,” she says. 
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Teach for Bulgaria has sent three teachers to Vedrare. They could choose the village they want to teach 
and all three of them do not regret their decision. 

Having three young teachers at the school brings a different approach in the classrooms. “The 
teachers that we have here at the school are really cool, but they have a bit of an old understanding of 
how teaching should look like,” says Slavena. “We are like fresh air in the school, because we try to 
start new things all the time.”  

The problems in Bulgarians school sector remain structural – according to Pisa over 40 percent of the 
students in Bulgaria are functionally illiterate. “This means that for example in Bulgarian language, 
they can read a text, but they don’t understand the meaning of it,” says Yordanova from Teach for 
Bulgaria. “We really want to work with schools that want to make a difference.”  

 
Seeing a foreigner is a special occasion for the young students, which leads to a lot of curious 
questions. 
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The goals of the children are the same as everywhere else, they dream of being a doctor, a policemen 
or a hairdresser. Having a good basic education might allow them to remain in Bulgaria and work, not 
being forced to emigrate to the West because of economic reasons, as so many of their relatives do. 
At the same time keeping the little school in Vedrare alive allows them to get education at all – while 
structural problems in Bulgaria remain. Slavena, Viktoriya and Desislava might be a drop on the hot 
stone, but for some children they might have an important impact on their future. 

  


